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Costs Disclosure of Certified Health IT 
Capability Description of Capability  Costs or Fees   

Types of costs or fees that a user may be required to pay to purchase, license, implement, maintain, 
upgrade, use, or otherwise enable and support the use of the implementation or use of the capability -OR- in 
connection with the data generated in the course using the capability  

The OneView application framework includes 
authentication, access control, authorization, auditable 
events, tamper resistance, audit reports, automatic log-
off, emergency access, end-user device encryption and 
integrity.  
 
Relevant certifications criteria: [170.315(c)(1, 2, 3); 
170.315(d)(1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8)] 170.315(g)(2, 4)  
 
 

OneView is a web-based application providing reporting, 
analysis, and trending of healthcare information for 
clinical and business executives. OneView offers a 
complete solution from which healthcare information is 
presented, analyzed, consumed, and disseminated. A 
flexible architecture ensures that custom developed 
reporting solutions, including those that combine non-
MEDITECH data, can be fully integrated into the 
OneView framework. 

Requires a one-time cost, plus annual maintenance service fee.  
 
Licensing and annual maintenance is based on a unique tax identification number, per organization.  
 
OneView has the same pricing model matrix for all organizations. Discounts are provided to CAH and multi-
site facilities.  
 
In addition to the OneView license, other vendor software or solutions are needed. Organizations are 
required to manage contracts directly with the vendor. Microsoft SQL Server relational database license. 
Microsoft Windows Server license. 

The OneView Hospital Quality Package  
 
Relevant certifications criteria: Modules Tested: 
170.315(c)(1, 2, 3); 170.315(d)(1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8); 
170.315(g)(2, 4); Clinical Quality Measures tested: 
CMS009v2; CMS026v1; CMS030v3; CMS031v2; 
CMS032v3;CMS053v2; CMS055v2; CMS060v2; 
CMS071v3; CMS072v2; CMS073v2; CMS091v3; 
CMS100v2;CMS102v2: CMS104v2; CMS105v2; 
CMS107v2; CMS108v2; CMS109v2; CMS110v2; 
CMS111v2;CMS113v2; CMS114v2; CMS171v3; 
CMS172v3; CMS178v3; CMS185v2; CMS188v3; 
CMS190v2. 

The OneView Hospital Quality Reporting Package 
collects, analyzes, aggregates, and presents data for 
review by clinical and quality staff. Data compiled can be 
used to meet attestation and/or electronic submission 
reporting requirements for several government quality 
programs, though each program submission feature 
must be licensed separately within the Package. The HQ 
Package supports the implementation and validation of 
the minimum number of CQM/eCQM measures 
necessary to meet program requirements for a given 
submission year. Additional CQM/eCQM measures may 
be implemented and validated within the HQ Package 
for a nominal fee 

Requires a one-time cost per submission program, plus annual maintenance service fee.  
 
Submission programs:  
- EHR incentive program (EH) 
- Inpatient Quality Reporting (IQR)  
- The Joint Commission (ORYX)  
 
Licensing and annual maintenance is based on a unique tax identification number.  
 
The same pricing model matrix for all organizations. Discounts are provided to CAH and multi-site facilities 

The OneView Physician Quality Package  
 
Relevant certifications criteria: Modules Tested: 
170.315(c)(1, 2, 3); 170.315(d)(1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8); 
170.315(g)(2, 4); Clinical Quality Measures tested: 2v4; 
22v3; 50v3; 52v3; 56v3; 61v4; 62v3; 64v4; 65v4; 66v3; 
68v4; 69v3; 74v4; 75v3; 77v3; 82v2; 90v4; 117v3; 122v3; 
123v3; 124v3; 125v3; 126v3; 127v3; 128v3; 129v4; 130v3; 
131v3; 132v3; 133v3; 134v3; 135v3; 136v4; 137v3; 138v3; 
139v3; 140v3; 141v4; 142v3; 143v3; 144v3; 145v3; 146v3; 
147v4; 148v3; 149v3; 153v3; 154v3; 155v3; 156v3; 157v3; 
158v3; 159v3; 160v3; 161v3; 163v3; 164v3; 165v3; 166v4; 
167v3; 169v3; 177v3; 179v3; 182v4 

The OneView Hospital Physician Reporting Package 
collects, analyzes, aggregates, and presents data for 
review by clinical and quality staff. Data compiled can be 
used to meet attestation and/or electronic submission 
reporting requirements for several government quality 
programs, though each program submission feature 
must be licensed separately within the Package. The PQ 
Package supports the implementation and validation of 
the minimum number of CQM/eCQM measures 
necessary to meet program requirements for a given 
submission year. Additional CQM/eCQM measures may 
be implemented and validated within the PQ Package for 
a nominal fee. 

Requires a one-time cost per submission program, plus annual maintenance service fee.  
Submission programs:  
- EHR incentive program (EP)  
- Physician Quality Reporting System (PQRS)  
 
Licensing and annual maintenance is based on a unique tax identification number, per organization.  
 
The same pricing model matrix for all organizations. Discounts are provided to CAH and multi-site facilities. 

 


